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Introduction 

John Irving’s novels are a blend of characters, emotions and political issues, which combined 

with a very strong narrative drive makes his works interesting and compelling to read. Two of 

Irving’s most successful novels: The World According to Garp and The Hotel New 

Hampshire deal with the theme of feminism. In The World According to Garp, a wide range 

of feminist characters are presented and this variety of people symbolise different feminist 

views. The Hotel New Hampshire also deals with feminist issues; primarily the sexual 

violence towards women but also discrimination of women in other fields of society. 

However, Irving’s depiction of feminism is not completely uncomplicated with a wholly 

positive description of feminism, nor is it solely negative. The ideas that are presented in 

Irving’s characteristically funny and tragic way are complex and ambivalent. 

       Both the novels stress that there is a long history of discrimination towards women, and 

Irving thereby defines the reason why feminist movements arise. The school environment is 

particularly criticised with the historical descriptions of the Steering School and the Dairy 

School in New Hampshire, who only accepted girls because they were more or less forced to. 

       Furthermore, The World According to Garp and The Hotel New Hampshire largely 

portray women as victims and all men as possible violators. Men persistently use sexual 

violence to oppress women and silence them; women are frequently raped, abused and forced 

through difficult situations because of men. There are numerous descriptions of these 

wounded women: Ellen James and the eleven-year-old girl in the park in The World 

According to Garp and Franny Berry and Susie the Bear in The Hotel New Hampshire. Men 

are also depicted in a quite generalized way with violent and reactionary men as stereotypes; 

men who see all feminists as man hating lesbians. 

      Garp’s mother, Jenny Fields, represents in many ways a sound and healthy idea of 

feminism, where equal rights for men and women are primary, and she promotes a society 

where women are allowed to choose how they want to live their lives according to their own 

values. Her philosophy is based on a genuine belief in individualism; she has a very strong 

conviction of the importance of personal freedom. Nevertheless, her view on feminism 

encompasses the belief that men are driven by their lust and are more or less violent; a 

standpoint that makes her feminism seem extreme and man hating, and as much as many 

women welcome her ideas, other men and women regard them with mistrust. 

       Irving’s depiction of feminism includes several other strong women: Helen Holm 

provides a vision of a modern, independent woman, who plays the traditional male part in her 

relationship with Garp, she works and pursues a career while Garp takes care of the 
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household. In The Hotel New Hampshire, Susie the Bear symbolises a kind of progressive 

insight into what feminism is about. She develops throughout the novel from belonging to an 

extreme type of man hating feminism to a more open minded and constructive perspective. 

Furthermore, Franny Berry portrays a very strong and determined woman who is a kind of 

leader within the Barry family, but with less radical ideas than Susie the Bear and Jenny 

Fields and the Ellen Jamesians in Garp. However, all these women are ultimately punished 

for their sexuality, which presents a quite negative perspective on female sexuality.        

       The view of women as victims and men as violators inevitably leads to the feminist 

extremes and it is the very foundation that their ideology is built upon. In The World 

According to Garp these women are represented by the Ellen Jamesians, who have surgically 

removed their tongues in a protest against the rape of the young Ellen James. The Ellen 

Jamesians see everything in black and white and represent a very radical idea of feminism 

where all men are seen as enemies; the Ellen Jamesians do not strive for an equal society but 

rather for a society that is based on women’s superiority, where men are seen as enemies and 

preferably excluded. 

       However, there are men in Irving’s novels who are more modern than the anti feminists 

that the Ellen Jamesians fight against. These men symbolise a more progressive way of 

thinking and work for a more equal society. The protagonists in both of the books choose to 

live their lives according to their own values. Garp has a maternal role in The World 

According to Garp and similarly John Berry in The Hotel New Hampshire eventually 

becomes a kind of care taking mother figure. 

       One might perhaps object to Irving’s novels by saying that they reinforce prejudices both 

about feminists and about men, but, with regard to the obvious exaggerations, they provide 

valuable insight into what causes extreme feminism as well as radical anti feminism. Irving 

states that the World According to Garp is about “the polarization of the sexes” (Irving 1990) 

and he focuses on the danger and the absurdity of seeing everything in black and white. It is 

also important to see the characters that do not have the extreme standpoints but actually 

provide a modern view on feminism with space for different opinions and voices, and where 

men of course are a part of the struggle for an equal society. 

       The first two chapters of this essay describe Irving’s illustrations of discrimination and 

oppression of women: chapter one will discuss discrimination of women in the school 

environment, the Steering School and the Dairy School, while chapter two deals with the idea 

of sexual violence as the source of patriarchal oppression. In chapter three to six, I will 

analyse different characters and feminist movements, and their interpretation of feminism. 
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Chapter three introduces Jenny Fields and her views on sexuality, independence and men. 

Chapter four deals with Irving’s portrayal of female sexuality in relation to the strong female 

characters Helen Holm, Franny Berry and Susie the Bear. Chapter five examines feminist 

extremes: the Ellen Jamesians and their problematic relationship with Ellen James and Garp. 

Finally, chapter six presents men with largely feminist values and the will for social change.   
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1. Discrimination of Women 

 

1.1. The Steering School 

Both in The World According to Garp and in The Hotel New Hampshire, Irving mentions the 

fact that women have been discriminated against throughout history and thereby he justifies 

and explains that feminist movements have arisen because there have been huge injustices in 

the past and that there is still a lot of discrimination in many fields of society. In The World 

According to Garp, these injustices are demonstrated when it is described how the Steering 

School was founded:  

        

       In 1781, the widow and children of Everett Steering founded Steering Academy, as it 

       was first called, because Everett Steering had announced to his family, while carving his 

       last Christmas goose, that his only disappointment with his town was that he had not 

       provided his boys with an academy capable of preparing them for a higher education. He 

       did not mention his girls (Irving 1990, 69). 

 

Irving defines this issue as “the sexual polarization theme” (Irving 1990), which describes 

how girls were separated from boys and men from women. Women were excluded from a 

very important part of society because they were denied proper education; in the long run this 

discrimination rendered them without significant influence in society. Naturally, these 

injustices in the past have created a sense of discrimination and anger in women.  

       This fact is further demonstrated when Helen Holm’s father moves to Steering in the 

hope that his intelligent daughter will receive a good education, since the teachers’ children 

have free education at the Steering School. However, Ernie Holm fails to notice that the 

education is solely for boys and therefore his daughter is forced to go to an even worse public 

school than before. It is evident in The World According to Garp that Helen Holm never 

really forgives the Steering School for robbing her of an education; she is very reluctant to 

come and work there as a teacher, and she insists that her gravestone shall present a very 

determined feminist standpoint and criticism against the way women were treated when she 

grew up:  

        

       The gravestone in the town cemetery, she told Whitcomb, should say simply that she was 

       Helen Holm, daughter of the wrestling coach Ernie Holm, and that she had not been 

       allowed to attend the Steering School because she was a girl; furthermore, she was the 
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       loving wife of the novelist T.S. Garp, whose gravestone could be seen in the Steering 

       School cemetery, because he was a boy” (Irving 1990, 583-584).  

 

Helen Holm’s last words stress the unfairness in separating girls and boys purely because of 

their gender.       

 

1.2. The Dairy School       

This kind of discrimination in the school environment is also illustrated in The Hotel New 

Hampshire by the Dairy School, which does not accept women until they are forced to in 

order to survive. The girls, during Mary Bates’s adolescence, were to attend the Thompson 

Female Seminary, which was named after an Episcopal minister who had masqueraded as a 

man until her death. The minister, Ethel Thompson, had acquired a lot of money, which was 

all left to found a female seminary ““until,” Ethel Thompson wrote, “that abomination of a 

boys’ academy is forced to take in girls”” (Irving 1995, 44). Ethel Thompson thus notices the 

injustices between the sexes and instead of leaving her money for the church, she does all that 

is possible, for her in that particular time, to ensure that women will at least have a chance for 

a proper education. Obviously, a boys’ academy that shuts out women from education is an 

abomination for anyone who believes in equal rights for men and women. 

       Subsequently, when the Dairy School becomes a school both for girls and boys, the father 

of the children in The Hotel New Hampshire, Will Berry, acknowledges that the Dairy School 

admits women “Not out of anything resembling a progressive instinct…but purely to avoid 

bankruptcy” (Irving 1995, 46). His comment highlights the fact that women were accepted 

because the school needed the money and not because the men who made decisions actually 

believed in gender equality. 
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2. Women as Victims and Men as Violators 

 

2.1. Sex, Violence and Patriarchal Oppression  

Both The World According to Garp and The Hotel New Hampshire largely portray women as 

victims and men as violators. Rape is a central theme in both the novels and it is repeatedly 

illustrated both by real events and fictional stories written by Garp. The brutality of rape is 

illustrated with genuine pain and feeling for women’s vulnerability in this respect; the cruelty 

is accurately described by John Berry in The Hotel New Hampshire: “Rape really puzzles 

me…because it seems to be the most brutalizing experience that can be survived; we can’t, 

for example, survive our own murder” (Irving 1990, 320). 

       The brutalisation of sex is an important issue for Irving as it can be viewed as one of the 

sources for the oppression of women. In her essay Feminism and Apocalyptic Thought, 

Lorenson states that Jenny Fields “posits lust or sexuality as the source of patriarchal 

oppression” (Lorenson 1998), and this is defined as the reason regarding why she stays away 

from men. I do not believe that Lorenson’s view of Jenny is accurate, because it would imply 

that Jenny’s decision to live alone was political rather than personal, a standpoint that Jenny 

herself denies, as will be seen in chapter three. I would rather say that Susie the Bear in The 

Hotel New Hampshire is a more proper example of a woman who rejects all men, at least 

initially, to make a statement. Susie is convinced that all men use sexual violence to take 

women’s strength away, and their brutality is thereby a way to oppress women. 

       The novels are certainly filled with male violence, in The Hotel New Hampshire this is 

most vividly illustrated with Chipper Dove, who rapes Franny, but also with Ernst the 

Pornographer who is obsessed with “Kinky acts. Violence. Degradation” (Irving 1995, 247).  

In The World According to Garp, the most brutal piece of work Garp has ever written, The 

World According to Besenhaver, is finally published in a pornographic magazine because it is 

filled with “Lurid, sensational violence and sex of no redeeming value whatsoever” (Irving 

1990, 444). The publication in a pornographic magazine once more links sex and violence 

together as a source of male excitement. Irving tries to defend the existence of the novel via 

Jillsy Sloper, who claims: “it feels so true” (Irving 1990, 453). She even wants her own copy, 

and she states: “There might be someone I know who needs to be reminded of what men in 

this world is like” (Irving 1990, 452). Thus it seems that Irving argues that women indeed are 

victims of men, which implies, as Doane and Hodges notices, that the central truth that Irving 

defends is that: 
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       Male power is necessary and inevitable, so sexual violence is as well. For their “truth”,  

       Irving and Garp depend upon the “naturalness” of an active male principle and a passive 

       female principle, a polarization that is erotic, violent, hierarchical, and gives rise to 

       women’s victimization. Irving’s narrator is clearly unhappy about this victimization and 

       insists on decrying male violence in the form of rape But it doesn’t matter. Irving’s 

       explanation for rape, finally, is male lust, an extreme form of the active male principle. 

       Rape, then, is another consequence of the facts of nature (Doane &Hodges 1986).  

 

I agree with this interpretation of Irving’s novel in the sense that his exaggeration and 

generalization of male violence and female victimisation perhaps reinforces the perception 

that men are violent by nature and that nothing can be done about it. However, I think the 

essential points that Irving makes is that rape exists, it is a brutalising experience for women 

and a source of hatred of men, but also that many men reject the very thought of rape and the 

men who come in contact with rape are very badly affected by it. Rape, then, is not only a 

problem for women but for men as well.  

       However, as Loudermilk notices, Irving’s persistence in describing the raped women as 

heroes and the violent men as weak because their lust is uncontrollable, implies that women 

are strong enough to endure the sexual violence they meet everywhere in society: “…women 

are strong in their vulnerability, but never strong enough to change the “weak man’s world” 

that victimizes them” (Loudermilk 2004, 87). A view on the relationship between men and 

women that is rather disturbing. 

 

2.2. Garp, Besenhaver and the Importance of Understanding 

In The World According to Garp, the rape of Ellen James is most significant since it comes to 

symbolise sexual oppression and the urge to silence all women: “Two men raped her when 

she was eleven years old …Then they cut her tongue off so she couldn’t tell anyone who they 

were or what they looked like” (Irving 1990, 190). The mutilation of the young Ellen James is 

of course a symbolic act and a means to demonstrate male power over women; to make 

women shut up. However, the cruel action has quite the opposite effect since Ellen James’s 

destiny moves women around the country and even creates a whole community of women 

who surgically remove their tongues to sympathize with her. 

       Garp, who is affected by Ellen James’s destiny, also comes in personal contact with 

another rape victim when he is out jogging in a park and meets a young girl, only ten years 

old, who has been violated by a man. The situation makes Garp extremely mad and he goes 
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hunting for the perpetrator, successfully finds him and hands him over to the police. 

Subsequently, Garp’s experiences of rape, in addition to the accident when Walt is killed and 

Duncan loses one eye, makes him create a novel filled with violence, death and rape. The 

World According to Besenhaver, the novel within the novel, illustrates men’s brutality with 

the abduction and rape of Hope Standish, but also with the flashback of Besenhaver’s wife 

who was raped and suffocated on her own vomit in a Laundromat. Besenhaver uses quite 

unconventional, and on many occasions illegal methods, because “In the world according to 

Besenhaver, no trivial detail should make less of rape’s outrage” (Irving 1990, 439). 

Besenhaver even hides evidence in order to ensure that the woman will not be blamed for the 

deed. 

       It is obvious that Besenhaver’s own experience of rape has made him more sensitive 

towards the crime than many other men, and this seems to be a quite important statement for 

Irving since he brings it up on several other occasions; men have to view the destructiveness 

of rape personally or experience life from a female perspective in order to really sympathize 

with women. The protagonist’s sister in The Hotel New Hampshire is also raped (Irving 1995, 

104) and exactly as in The World According to Besenhaver, she receives help and support 

from a man who has experienced rape from a close distance; Junior Jones, whose sister was 

brutally raped, becomes a support for Franny and tries to help her with the traumatic 

experience. Junior Jones even creates his own police force, Black Arm of the Law, who deal 

with the perpetrators of rape. There is a suggestion that men who have personal experiences 

of rape victims change; they become more protective, less violent and understand women 

better than other men. 

      

2.3. The Innocence of Rape Victims 

The purity and innocence of rape victims are stressed both in The World According to Garp 

and in The Hotel New Hampshire. After Franny has been raped, Junior Jones’s states to John 

that: “Your sister’s a good girl…I know she is. Everybody’s own sister is a good girl” (Irving 

1995, 103), and this perception is further reinforced in The World According to Besenhaver 

where Hope is seen by a driver who passes her on the road, right after she has killed Oren 

Rath: “The bloody, praying woman, naked and caked with grit, took no notice of him driving 

past her. The driver had a vision of an angel on a trip back from hell” (Irving 1990, 432). This 

describes the purity and blamelessness of the victim, which shines through the violence and 

the brutality of what she has experienced. Garp depicts Hope as a true heroine, something that 

his mother later acknowledges in her praise over the novel: “She thought it had all its 
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priorities in order – that it knew whom to heroize in such a situation, that it expressed the 

necessary outrage, that it made properly grotesque the vileness of lust” (Irving 1990, 442).  

       Another aspect of the problem of rape is described by the implication that husbands and 

boyfriends fail to understand the victims of rape. Besenhaver acknowledges: “Husbands and 

other people did not always take a rape in the right way” (Irving 1990, 440). Women might be 

blamed or treated in a different manner than other women, because of what they had had to go 

through. The Hotel New Hampshire also describes this type of behaviour; when it is arranged 

for John to date Junior Jones’s sister, he wants to know if it is the sister who has been raped. 

Franny, who also is a rape victim questions why it is so important to him to know: “Does it 

matter to you that she was raped?” (Irving 1995, 151). And although John lies to Franny that 

it does not matter his thoughts reveal what seems to be a general idea for many men:       

        

       Of course I didn’t know what to say: that it did? That one would not discuss rape with  

       someone who’d been raped, as opposed to launching into the subject right away with  

       someone who hadn’t? That one would look for the lasting scars in the personality, or not 

       look for them? That one would assume lasting scars in the personality, and speak to the 

       person as to an invalid? (And how did one speak to an invalid?) That it didn’t matter? But  

       it did. I knew why, too. I was fourteen. In my inexpert years (and I would always be 

       inexpert on the subject of rape), I imagined one would touch a person who’d been raped a 

       little differently; or that one would not touch her at all (Irving 1995, 151). 

 

This adds another dimension to the cruelty of rape, since it implies that not only does it 

damage women, but it also makes men view them differently and prevents them from having 

a normal life. 

        Susie the Bear also makes a memorable portrayal of a raped woman; the men who raped 

her put a bag over her head so they would not have to see her when they violated her: “ I am 

the original not-bad-if–you-put-a-bag-over-her-head girl” (Irving 1995, 228); an experience 

so brutalising it made her dress up in a bear costume. Irving makes a point with this faceless 

violence as it is brought up in The World According to Besenhever in Garp as well; 

Besenhaver contradicts the husband of Hope Standish, when he thinks that Hope has been 

abducted because she was a beautiful woman: “Dorsey Standish was all wrong about that; he 

didn’t know the first thing about rape – that the victim hardly ever matters. At one time or 

another, people have tried to force sex on almost anyone imaginable. Very small children, 

very old people, even dead people; also animals” (Irving 1990, 418). Similarly, the bag over 
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Susie’s head symbolises that rape is primarily about power and sexual oppression; it does not 

matter who the victim is, for the perpetrators rape is a manifestation of male power over 

women. 

 

2.4. Shelters for Wounded Women 

The usage of shelters for wounded women both in The World According to Garp and in The 

Hotel New Hampshire reinforces Irving’s depiction of men as violators. Jenny began her role 

as counsellor for wounded women at Dog’s Head Harbor mansion, and similarly Susie in The 

Hotel New Hampshire uses the last hotel as a rape crisis centre, with John as her supporter. 

Susie considers the hotel to be an ideal environment for rape victims, and since Will Berry 

thinks that he runs a regular hotel, the rape victims are treated as ordinary guests; something 

that Susie embraces and encourages: “And that’s how you should treat a rape victim…they 

are holy, and you treat them as a great hotel treat every guest. Every guest at a great hotel is 

an honoured guest, and every rape victim at the Hotel New Hampshire is an honored guest – 

and holy” (Irving 1995, 411). The holiness and innocence of rape victims are once again 

emphasised. 

       However, the struggle for women’s peace and their right to recovery meets a lot of 

resistance, particularly from men: “There were rape lovers and women haters everywhere, of 

course, and a variety of stupid people who were willing to assume that women who worked in 

a rape crisis center had to be what Susie called hardcore dykes or feminist troublemakers” 

(Irving 1995, 399). There seems to be a widespread belief among the depicted men that 

women who help each other and live together per definition are lesbians, as a man who visits 

Dog’s Heads Harbor mansion exclaims: “I know what sort of douche bags hang out here. It’s 

a big lesbian scene, right?” (Irving 1990, 392). Statements like this make the portrayed men 

seem extremely bigoted and ignorant. 

 

2.5. Reactionary Men 

As explained, rapists, wife abusers and violent men are over represented among the men who 

occur in the novels, and men are not only depicted as violent but also as narrow-minded and 

reactionary. A good example of such prejudices is when a divorced woman, supported by 

Garp’s mother Jenny Fields, runs for governor in New Hampshire and despite her idealistic 

ideas, the incumbent governor pledges allegiance to the New Hampshire citizens most 

intolerant sides: 
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       The divorced women from New York allegedly were moving into New Hampshire in 

       droves. Their intentions were to turn New Hampshire women into lesbians, or at the very 

       least to encourage them to be unfaithful to their New Hampshire husbands; their 

       intentions also included the seduction of New Hampshire husbands, and New Hampshire 

       high school boys. The New York divorcees apparently represented widespread 

       promiscuity, socialism, alimony, and something ominously referred to, in the New 

       Hampshire press, as “Group Female Living” (Irving 1990, 478).  

 

This view is further described by the men who attend the female governor’s speech: “The 

hunters in the pickup trucks were of the opinion that to vote for this woman was to vote for 

faggotry - and lesbianism, and socialism and alimony, and New York. And so forth” (Irving 

1990, 484). Jenny Fields is also killed by one of these reactionary men, who refuses to believe 

in an equal society: “A man who hated women shot Jenny” (Irving 1990, 481). Obviously, 

men depicted as hunters underline the aggressiveness in the male character, and the men are 

not only discriminating against women, but homosexuals as well. Men are depicted very 

stereotypically, but as Miller points out: “Irving believes in finding truth through 

exaggeration, his vision is thus extreme” (Miller 1982, 11). Irving’s descriptions of social 

injustices and sexual violence aimed at women serve as an opposite pole to the feminist 

extremists that are presented in the novels; it is not only men that are generalized, but feminist 

movements as well. While the women are many times depicted as extreme in their hatred of 

men, the men are similarly portrayed as reactionary and anti-feminist; a view equally fanatical 

and narrow minded.  
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3. Jenny Fields as a Reluctant Feminist Role Model 

 

3.1. A Sexual Suspect  

Jenny Fields is perhaps the most outspoken and straightforward feminist voice in Irving’s 

depiction of feminism and it is noticeable that it is Irving’s intention is to portray her as a 

positive role model for women. Thus, Jenny seemingly represents a positive side of feminism 

with her ideas of individual freedom and women’s right over their own bodies. However, as a 

further analysis of her will prove, many of her standpoints actually do not promote a feminist 

ideology, and some of her ideas literally reinforce feminist stereotypes. 

       Jenny refuses to conform to the usual gender roles and instead believes in greater 

individual freedom for women. Already in her adolescence, she questions the more or less 

obvious constraints that are forced upon women and implies that their sole purpose in life is to 

find a suitable husband. Jenny protests against her parent’s intentions that she should find a 

proper partner in her College environment; she follows her own instincts and chooses to have 

both a low standard job as a nurse and to have a baby alone.  

       Jenny’s courage and her determination in her right to decide over her own life is 

demonstrated in her independent ideas about life: “In this dirty-minded world, she thought, 

you are either somebody’s wife or somebody’s whore - or fast on your way to becoming one 

or the other. If you don’t fit either category, then everyone tries to make you think there is 

something wrong with you. But, she thought, there is nothing wrong with me” (Irving 1990, 

13), which later became the first lines in her autobiographical book A Sexual Suspect. An 

excerpt from her book further describes her, for that time, modern ideas: “I wanted a job and I 

wanted to live alone. That made me a sexual suspect. Then I wanted a baby, but I didn’t want 

to have to share my body or my life to have one. That made me a sexual suspect, too” (Irving 

1990, 15). Her parent’s view on women as accessories to men is shared by society as a whole, 

a viewpoint that is very limited. Jenny considers that there is an almost obsessive illusion that 

a woman cannot survive without a man; if a woman decides to take responsibility for her own 

life and happiness, there must be something very wrong with her.  

       Furthermore, Jenny Fields preaches the right for women to decide over their own bodies 

and she claims the right for women to have children without men. Naturally, Jenny’s idea of 

the ideal situation as being: “A baby with no strings attached” (Irving 1990, 14), must be 

considered as very controversial in the 1940s, when Garp is conceived. The way Garp is 

conceived is also interesting from the point of view that it is, in fact, a kind of rape; it is not 

described as a violent act but considering that Garp’s father cannot talk or defend himself it 
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cannot be regarded as an act of mutual understanding either. Hart accurately notices in her 

essay that: “had the sex of the characters been reversed, this scene might have been very 

controversial” (Hart 2001). However, the combination of the fact that Jenny is a woman and 

the situation as a whole, makes the situation more humorous than offending. Nevertheless, 

this discusses the question about fathers’ rights; whether men should have the right to decide 

if they want to become fathers or not, a right that Jenny Fields denied Garp’s father. Later on, 

a group of women at Florida State University in Tallahassee also plotted their own 

pregnancies and referred to it as “doing a Jenny Fields” (Irving 1990, 185). This provides a 

quite immoral, and men excluding, perspective on Jenny Fields brand of feminism.  

 

3.2. Independence 

According to Jenny, her ideas are more about individual freedom than they are about 

feminism and her belief in independence is also manifested in several other situations. When 

Jenny and Garp live in Vienna, she is shocked to hear that prostitution is illegal in many 

countries: “Jenny was not surprised to hear that prostitution was legal; she was surprised to 

learn that it was illegal in so many other places. “Why shouldn’t it be legal?” she asked. 

“Why can’t a woman use her body the way she wants to?”” (Irving 1990, 136). Jenny is of the 

opinion that prostitution should be legal because women should be allowed to decide over 

their own bodies in all respects. Feminists in general definitely do not share this viewpoint 

regarding prostitution and Jenny’s controversial standpoint shows that her ideology is 

fundamentally about freedom to decide over your own life rather than it is about following 

feminist ideals.   

       Jenny’s conviction of the importance of individual freedom is further illustrated in her 

approach to society’s problem about her illegitimate child: “Jenny made no attempt to invent 

a mythology for Garp’s father – to make up a marriage story for herself, to legitimize her son. 

She was a Fields, she made a point of telling you her name. Her son was Garp. She made a 

point of telling you his name. “It’s his own name”, she said” (Irving 1990, 34). This illustrates 

that Jenny did not consider that Garp belonged to her, nor to his father if he had been alive, 

she was a promoter of individualism and she believed that people belonged to themselves 

alone. 

       It is further noticeable that Jenny’s decision to live her life without men is not a political 

decision, but rather a personal one. Her four demands for life is: to have a job, to live alone, to 

have a child alone and not to share her body with a man; Carton notices that: 
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       Neither a feminist sensibility nor a conviction of her independent worth underlies 

       the four demands that make Jenny a sexual suspect…What motivates her from the outset   

       is a desperate instinct to protect herself against a world in which sexual intercourse is  

       more murderous than generative and denotes not relationship, nor even  

       supplementation of the self, but bodily affliction perpetrated or received (Carton 

       1986).   

 

From this point of view, Jenny Fields does not seem to be the actual role model that she is 

intended to be; rather she seems to be a cold and reserved person who is scared of men and 

intimacy, a common prejudice against feminist activists.   

       In this context, it is also relevant that Jenny Fields persistently denies that she is a 

feminist and that she is genuinely uncomfortable with the label. As Loudermilk points out in 

her book Fictional Feminism: “This consistent rejection of feminism implies a number of 

negative beliefs about feminism as a movement” (Loudermilk 2004, 82). Loudermilk defines 

three negative beliefs connected with Jenny’s feminism: first, the suggestion that feminism is 

really unnecessary since Jenny Fields receives her goals on her own, and secondly that 

Jenny’s problems with the label implies that feminism is somewhat embarrassing, and finally 

that Jenny Fields has no feminist political philosophy (Loudermilk 2004, 82). This implies 

that Jenny Fields is solely interested in living her life the way she wants to, and that she has 

no real interest in feminism as a movement. 

 

3.3. Jenny Fields and Her Contemporary Time  

However, many women welcomed the ideas that Jenny introduced and as a result she became 

a spokeswoman for mistreated women all around the country: “…Jenny Fields uncovered a 

nation of women who faced making choices about how to live; these women felt encouraged 

by Jenny’s own example of making unpopular decisions” (Irving 1990, 186). Here Irving 

defines the need for a feminist voice that made room for women to express themselves more 

freely and make their own decisions in life regardless of society’s opinions. Although Jenny 

did not strive to be a role model and actually never labelled herself feminist, her ideas were 

fundamentally feministic, as Roberta explains to Garp: “She was a feminist, whether she liked 

the label or not. She was simply one for pointing out all the injustices to women; she was 

simply for allowing women to live their own lives and make their own choices” (Irving 1990, 

488-489). This is also a true definition of the heart of feminism, although Roberta 

conveniently disregards the more extreme parts of Jenny Field’s ideology.  
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       Nevertheless, conservative people considered Jenny’s decisions odd and frightening and 

thought that she should be ashamed of her way of life; her independence provoked both men 

and women with more conventional values because of her contentment with her life; she was 

proud of raising Garp alone: “Pride was well loved in the community of the Steering School, 

but Jenny Fields appeared to be proud of an illegitimate child. Nothing to hang her head 

about, perhaps; however, she might show a little humility” (Irving 1990, 35). This illustrates 

that the people of Steering would have preferred that she did not demonstrate her satisfaction 

of being a single mother so much. The general intolerance of new, modern ideas is also 

demonstrated in the piles of hate mail that Jenny receives, not only from men but from 

women and couples as well. 

 

3.4. Extreme views  

There is indeed a more extreme side to Jenny Field’s feminism since she considers practically 

all men to be possible violators and more or less slaves of their lust. From the very moment 

Jenny Fields is introduced, her suspicious and aggressive attitude towards men is apparent; 

not least because of the scalpel she carries in her bag for the reason that: “A girl alone has to 

protect herself” (Irving 1990, 10). Her definition of men seems to involve the belief that men, 

by nature, have the instinct to wound women and take advantage of them, a conviction shared 

by the Ellen Jamesians as well.  

       Carton considers that Jenny’s perception of men as aggressors does not promote 

feminism, quite the contrary: “The individuality of Jenny Fields – like every expression of 

what passes for feminism in The World According to Garp – finally accommodates rather 

than challenges a masculinist ideology and model of the self and reinforces the associations of 

sex with violence on which it is based (Carton 1986). I agree to the extent that men are 

generalized as very violent, and the repeated associations of sex with violence make the 

aggressiveness seem innate in men. However, I believe that Irving’s intention is to 

demonstrate the extreme side of masculine behaviour as well as the extreme side of feminism, 

and how both sides serve to reinforce the other.   

      What makes the feminism that Jenny promotes seem extreme and hysterical is particularly 

her view of men as completely in the hands of lust; she states: “Lust makes the best men 

behave out of character” (Irving 1990, 185), which implies that no man can really be trusted, 

and creates a clear division between men and women. This view further emphasises Jenny’s 

reluctance of men and male lust and thereby it is unfortunately in agreement with the 

stereotypical picture of feminists as man haters.  
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       It can be seen that Irving’s portrayal of Jenny Fields is quite ambivalent; although he 

seems to argue for Jenny as a feminist role model, her almost fanatical ideas about male lust 

and sexuality largely belie her credibility as a real heroine in the book. Garp defines these 

problems about his mother when she criticises his book Second Wind of the Cuckold: “She 

told him he had chosen a disappointingly narrow subject of little universal importance. “She 

means sex,” Garp said. “This is classic. A lecture on what’s universal by a woman who’s 

never once felt sexual desire”” (Irving 1990, 227). This view of Jenny Fields makes her 

ideology seem less valid since it implies that her choice to live alone is the result of her frigid 

personality rather than an actual belief in women’s strength and freedom to live their life the 

way they choose; it ridicules Jenny and is a way to diminish the value of her otherwise just 

and sound ideas. As it has been seen, Jenny’s immoral and man excluding philosophy about 

child conception is also a matter that shed darkness upon her feminism and makes her 

portrayal complex; as much as she is a reluctant role model, she is also a quite deficient 

example of real feminism. 
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4. Independent Women and Female Sexuality 

 

4.1. Helen Holm 

In addition to Jenny Fields who was introduced in the third chapter, Irving’s portrayal of 

women consists of many other strong, independent female characters. In The World 

According to Garp, Helen Holm herself embodies a modern woman with feminist values. 

Although she is not a natural leader, nor as outspoken as Jenny Fields, Helen Holm is still a 

woman who makes her own decisions in life and decides how she wants to live. Helen is 

determined that if she will marry anyone, which is not certain, it will be an author and she 

accordingly refuses to marry Garp until he has published his first novel.  

       Despite society’s hindrances of her studies, Helen still manages to obtain an excellent 

exam in literature, and her intelligence gains her success in the academic world: “Helen would 

graduate from college two years after she began; she would have a Ph.D. in English literature 

when she was only twenty-three, and her first job – an assistant professor at a women’s 

college – when she was twenty-four” (Irving 1990, 182). Helen is very resolute about her 

career and it is evident that her profession is very important for her and not something she 

would forsake for a man. She does not seem overly interested in family life and children and 

she is not the driving force behind their decision to raise a family: “Helen was at school every 

day; she had agreed to have a child only if Garp would agree to take care of it” (Irving 1990, 

187). As Jenny Fields, Helen does not seem to have the maternal instinct that is usually 

ascribed to women. In The World According to Garp, Garp is the overprotective parent who 

has the main responsibility for the children, a role that Helen chooses to reject.      

       Throughout their lives, Helen and Garp have reversed conventional domestic roles; Helen 

works all day and makes the money in the family while Garp is at home pursuing his writing 

career and taking care of the household and the children. Irving’s description of Garp’s and 

Helen’s relationship, in addition to Helen’s disappointment with society’s way of preventing 

her from getting a proper education is an obvious effort by Irving to sympathise with feminist 

issues such as discrimination and working mothers. 

       However, when Helen Holm decides to have an affair with one of her students, her 

infidelity is severely punished. When Garp finds out about her affair, he insists that she shall 

break it up immediately. Helen’s lover, Michael Milton, wants to see her one last time, and 

since Helen does not want to let him in to the house, they sit in his car on the driveway. In the 

following car crash, Walt is killed and Duncan loses one eye as a most dire consequence of 

Helen’s sexuality. It is noticeable that all of Garp’s extramarital affairs pass unnoticed and 
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seemingly have no effect on their family. Loudermilk recognises this punishment of women: 

“…it is female sexuality that is punished. Female sexuality in any form, not the darker, more 

threatening male sexuality, is truly the aberration here” (Loudermilk 2004, 89). Although 

Irving’s promotion of reversed domestic roles is quite modern, his view on female sexuality is 

condemnatory, and male sexuality is ultimately perceived as the norm.   

 

4.2. Franny Berry  

Likewise, Franny Berry in The Hotel New Hampshire is not a stereotypical passive female 

character. Franny is portrayed as a very determined, self-confident and independent woman, 

who is the natural leader within the family and has the absolute authority. Miller also notices 

that Franny is the most straightforward of the children: “Franny is the most independent and 

opinionated of the children, cursing continually and dealing aggressively with the boys…” 

(Miller 1982, 147). Frank is frequently shocked by her daring statements and she is much 

more aggressive than her brothers and sister. John looks up to his sister and it is often 

perceived that she is much more mature than him although only one year separates them. John 

notices. “And Franny was forceful – I frequently believed her. Even Franny’s language was 

ahead of her time – as if she always knew where she was going; and I would never quite catch 

up to her” (Irving 1995, 10). 

       Franny has a very perceptible sexuality, both in her language and in her interaction with 

boys, which is quite unusual for a female character. However, her sexuality, just like Helen 

Holm’s, is ultimately punished when she is gang raped by Chipper Dove and his friends. So, 

once again, female sexuality is condemned. Franny’s gang rape is a truly evil act, even more 

so because she was in love with Chipper Dove, the initiator of the rape. Miller also seems to 

agree with Irving’s perception of female sexuality; he states that: “Franny’s rape is certainly a 

horrific experience, a violent way for a young girl, even a sexual tease like Franny, to be 

introduced to sex” (Miller 1982, 150). I agree with Miller that it is a truly horrific experience 

for Franny, but Miller’s way of labelling a fifteen years old girl a “sexual tease” seems not 

only inappropriate but also irrelevant to the crime that has been committed. The fact that 

Franny is outspoken, independent and not a stereotypical shy young woman is certainly not a 

reason to minimise the cruelty of the action against her or the damage that it causes her, which 

seems to be implied by Miller’s statement.  

       Miller then continues: “For John, whose one true love is his sister the rape can be seen as 

a projection of his own (so far suppressed) desire to have sex with Franny” (Miller 1982, 

150). I disagree with this view; I do not believe that is the underlying meaning of the rape at 
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all. The central point of Franny’s rape seems to be to illustrate what a truly destructive and 

violent act rape is, and how it breaks down even a really strong individual like Franny.  

       Susie is angry with Franny because she thinks that she does not deal with her rape and 

she claims that: “Those thugs didn’t just want to fuck you, honey, they wanted to take your 

strength away”, and further “You have minimized the enormity of what has happened to you” 

(Irving 1995, 225). Subsequently, it becomes evident that Susie is absolutely right; the rape 

damaged Franny more than anyone knew.  

       It is Irving’s intention to portray Franny as the true hero of the novel, and he claims that 

has to do with the fact that “she’s the force one looks up to” and the “prime mover”(Miller 

1982, 186). Irving means that Franny has to deal with the rape in order to become the person 

she is, and in that sense she has got the most to overcome. Miller further recognizes the strong 

nature of Franny’s character: “Franny seems to take her rape in stride, her independent, strong 

nature apparently asserting itself in her moment of need” (Miller 1982, 150). However, The 

rape does actually get to Franny as it becomes evident in the latter part of the novel.  

 

4.3. Susie the Bear 

When the Berry family come to Vienna, they encounter Freud’s smart bear, Susie the Bear, 

who turns out to be woman in a bear suit. As Franny, Susie the Bear is also a woman who has 

been sexually violated by men, but as opposed to Franny has dealt with the rape by becoming 

filled with hatred. As with many of Irving’s other female characters, Susie is initially a man 

hating, radical feminist. She is very determined that her way of thinking and dealing with men 

is the right way and she is opinionated and not afraid to speak her mind: “…in her first days 

with us, Susie was a bear on the rape issue – and on a lot of other issues, too” (Irving 1995, 

226). Susie the Bear’s rage over her rape and her determination that sexual violence is men’s 

way to oppress women is a fact that she wants to pass on to all raped women. She claims that 

Franny denies that she has actually been hurt: “A rapist is using his prick as a weapon. 

Nobody uses a weapon on you without getting you” (Irving 1995, 225). The illustration of the 

male sexual organ as a weapon also reinforces the view of innate violence in men. 

       Subsequently, with Franny’s and John’s help, Susie moves pass the extremist views and 

no longer sees everything in black and white. Her view of rape and women’s responses to 

rape changes and she is able to help women in a more constructive way, quite similar to Jenny 

Field’s work as counsellor at Dog’s Head’s Harbor mansion: 

      

       Susie the bear would finally get rape right after a while. She would run a very fine rape 
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       crisis center, later in her life, and she would write in the very first line of advice in the 

       rape-crisis literature that the matter of “Who Owns the Rape” is the most important 

       matter. She would finally understand that although her anger was essentially healthy for   

       her, it might not have been the healthiest thing for Franny, at the time (Irving 1995, 226). 

 

Like Franny, Irving portrays Susie as a hero since her transformation is quite evident. She 

changes from being a woman who is filled with hatred and hides herself in a bear suit, to a 

woman who dares to show herself to the world and is more understanding of her surrounding. 

John also recognises Susie’s inner qualities: “I realized how I admired her - for her 

bearishness, for her complicated courage” (Irving 1995, 406), and further: “I thought Susie 

the bear was a hero” (Irving 1995, 403). Susie the bear’s transformation can be seen as a 

change towards more understanding between the sexes. 
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5. Feminist Extremes 

 

5.1. The Ellen Jamesians  

The most noticeable manifestation of extreme feminism is demonstrated by the Ellen 

Jamesians in The World According to Garp. They are a group of women who have, by their 

own free will, surgically removed their tongues in a misdirected effort to sympathise with the 

eleven-year-old rape victim Ellen James. The Ellen Jamesians view feminism as a battle 

between the sexes and they see everything in black and white; all men are enemies and 

everything bad that happens to women happens because they are women. The Ellen Jamesians 

are unable to see any nuances in the struggle for women’s rights, and that is the primary 

reason why people shy away from their radical brand of feminism. A worrying fact is that: 

“…the Ellen Jamesians are among the few characters who claim feminism and participate in 

feminist politics” (Loudermilk 2004, 77). Thus, the Ellen Jamesians are the most prevailing 

feminist depiction in Irving’s novels.  

       Lorenson defines the Ellen Jamesians ideas of feminism: “The feminist revolution is 

about overturning the gender inequality, and oppressing men for the feminists depicted in The 

World According to Garp, moving the oppressed group to the top of the social pyramid” 

(Lorenson 1998). Lorenson is absolutely right in her view of the Ellen Jamesians; their 

struggle is not really about gender equality but rather about the superiority of women and the 

exclusion of men, instead of a society where men and women work together for women’s 

rights.  

       The Ellen Jamesians certainly do not represent a constructive type of feminism but more 

accurately a type of feminism that is bound to self-destruction. By completely alienating 

themselves from men, and embracing such extreme ideals about a man-excluding society, the 

Ellen Jamesians actually scare away people who might have been supporters of a more human 

feminist ideology. Lorenson continues: “There is a very notable opposition of Self versus 

Other in the Ellen Jamesian feminism, all men are the enemy, and so strong is this opposition 

that it leads to violence or threats of violence when the lines between the genders are crossed”  

(Lorenson 1998). The Ellen Jamesians accordingly isolate themselves from men, and from all 

people who do not completely share their values. The violent aspect of the Ellen Jamesian 

feminism is demonstrated on several occasions and culminates in the assassination of Garp.     

       Furthermore, the Ellen Jamesians never really provide a feminist philosophy, the only 

thing that allegedly make them feminists seems to be their hatred of men. When Garp is 

almost killed by an Ellen Jamesian, he finds a note in her bag that states: “I have never been 
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raped, and I have never wanted to be. I have never been with a man, and I have never wanted 

to be, either. My whole life’s meaning has been to share the suffering of Ellen James”(Irving 

1990, 558). As Loudermilk notices: “Hardly a life purpose that would seem to further the 

feminist political agenda” (Loudermilk 2004, 79).  

       Subsequently, the Ellen Jamesians popularity decreases and many people no longer know 

who they are: “Ellen Jamesians were not much admired – they never had been, and their 

radicalism (now) seemed growingly obsolete and pathetic” (Irving 1990, 534). This illustrates 

that the Ellen Jamesian’s feminism was ultimately without real influence since they did not 

manage to affect any real social change. 

 

5.2. Ellen James and the Ellen Jamesians 

The Ellen Jamesians usage of Ellen James as a symbol of all oppressed women must be 

considered insensitive to the young girl’s feelings, especially since she does not identify with 

their radical ideas of feminism. Ellen James even writes an essay, Why I am not an Ellen 

Jamesian, about her problematic relationship with the Ellen Jamesians: “It recounted her rape, 

her difficulty with it; it made what the Ellen Jamesians did seem like a shallow, wholly 

political imitation of a very private trauma. Ellen James said that the Ellen Jamesians had only 

prolonged her anguish; they had made her into a very public casualty” (Irving 1990, 538). As 

opposed to the Ellen Jamesians, Garp understands that Ellen James is a real person who does 

not want to be used for political purposes, he writes: “Ellen James is not a symbol” (Irving 

1990, 552). However, the Ellen Jamesians are so fanatical that they do not care about their 

own symbol’s rejection of them. 

       Ellen James considers that the Ellen Jamesian feminism is hostile and too radical, she 

writes: “They make everything so black and white” (Irving 1990, 552). She means that the 

Ellen Jamesians do not accept differing opinions, especially regarding their view on men as 

representing the enemy. Ellen James further writes: “That’s why I hate them. They force you 

to be like them – or else you’re their enemy” (Irving 1990, 552). All the women who belong 

to the movement must share the same ideology. However, Ellen James agrees with Garp in 

his view that the Ellen Jamesians counteract themselves by removing their tongues, their only 

weapons in the struggle for an equal society. She states that she would never willingly have 

given up her right to speak because she has a lot of opinions to express. The Ellen Jamesian’s 

speechlessness suggests that they perhaps do not have any actual feminist beliefs they could 

communicate to the world if they were able to speak.  
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       As Jenny Fields, Ellen James is uncomfortable to be labelled feminist although the word 

should represent something positive for all women. Doane and Hodges bring up this problem 

in their essay Women and the World According to Garp: “All the strong female characters are 

uncomfortable with the label “feminist”, although, in their words, they are “not 

antifeminist!”” (Doane & Hodges 1986). The explanation of Ellen James’s reluctance to be 

labelled feminist is found in her relationship to the Ellen Jamesians. Naturally, the discomfort 

makes sense since “in the text, feminism always designates a simplistic ideology and those 

who embrace the term are extremists” (Doane & Hodges 1986). I agree with Doane and 

Hodges that the women who are labelled feminists are primarily extremists, and surely very 

few people would embrace this kind of ideology or define their kind of feminism as 

constructive. The Ellen Jamesians views and their willingness to call themselves feminists 

largely discredit feminist movements.  

 

5.3. Garp and the Ellen Jamesians 

Throughout his life, Garp maintains a private battle with the Ellen Jamesians because of his 

genuine dislike of their manifestation of feminism. Likewise, the Ellen Jamesians detest Garp, 

primarily because he is a man but also because he questions the function of their self-

mutilations, and because of his open criticism of their ideology. Garp is unable to leave the 

Ellen Jamesians alone, he feels forced to deal with them: “Garp decided to take them on, these 

grown-up crazies, these devout fanatics who – even when their chosen symbol rejected them 

– insisted they knew more about Ellen James than Ellen James knew about herself” (Irving 

1990, 552). Garp considers it his duty to prove the Ellen Jamesians wrong about their way of 

expressing feminism. 

       When Jenny Fields is assassinated, the Ellen Jamesians further prove their will to 

distance themselves from men when they arrange “the first feminist funeral in New York” 

(Irving 1990, 487). Not even Garp, Jenny’s own son, is allowed to attend his mother’s funeral 

because the Ellen Jamesians claim that: “It’s a funeral for women…Women loved her, women 

will mourn her”(Irving 1990, 490). Although, it is evident that some men loved her as well: 

John Wolf, Garp and Ernie Holm. 

       Garp’s private battle with the Ellen Jamesians ends when Pooh Percy, an Ellen Jamesian 

from his past who thinks that Garp was the reason for her sister’s premature death, shoots 

him. So, paradoxically, an extreme anti-feminist killed Jenny and a fanatical feminist kills 

Garp. This must be considered as the sexual polarisation theme at its extreme.  
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6. Men with Feminist Values 

 

6.1. Garp 

Garp is portrayed as a progressive and increasingly feminist friendly man who can be 

considered as having quite a modern view of feminism. He carries the traditional maternal 

role in the novel by being a stay at home dad while his wife pursues a career. Garp does what 

he wants to do with his life without concerning himself with traditional male or female roles; 

he manifests his individualism by rejecting the traditional gender roles and doing what feels 

right for him: “I’m doing what I want to do” (Irving 1990, 189). Nevertheless, he is criticised 

for his choice, especially by the Ellen Jamesians who dislike the fact that his mother and wife 

support him with money. Reilly accurately describes Irving’s portrayal of Garp: 

 

       ...Garp is a believable paternal-maternal figure who cooks, cleans, and cares for 

       Duncan, Walt and Jenny….Garp is an overprotective father who watches his children 

       while they sleep, secretly checks on Duncan when he spends the night with Ralph at Mrs. 

       Ralph’s house, has nightmares about their safety, and when Walt has a serious cold Garp 

       sleeps with his head near Walt’s Chest in case the boy stops breathing during the night 

       (Reilly 1991, 64).   

 

However, Katha Pollit suggests that the portrayal of Garp as an ideal active parent actually 

does not promote feminist values: 

       

       The World According to Garp is a hymn to Dad. In the old days, Father knew best; now 

       he also cooks, cleans and loves the children best….Is [this] a reproach to working  

       women? …Or is it perhaps an instance of that strange phenomenon often noted by  

       anthropologists whereby whatever task a man performs is perceived as more important 

       than whatever task a woman performs? (Pollit 1982, 188-89, quoted in Loudermilk 2004,  

       95). 

 
I disagree with Pollit because I do believe that positive male role models contribute to gender 

equality; Garp actually provides hope about the ability for women and men to do what they do 

best. I think Pollit’s view on Garp is too cynical and limited, especially since his wife, Helen 

Holm, has a very important job and her tasks in life do not seem less important than any 

man’s, although she has obviously had to work harder to obtain her goal.    
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       Furthermore, As Miller points out in his book, John Irving, Garp goes through a 

metamorphosis throughout the novel; different situations make him increasingly 

understanding of women’s situation in society and the true value of his mother’s charity work. 

Garp’s encounters with rape are one of the reasons for his increased understanding of women 

who have been violated and wounded by men. After meeting the Moustache Kid and realizing 

that he was not convicted of raping the little girl, it is stated that: “He felt such a terrible sense 

of injustice that he could even imagine some very unhappy woman despairing enough to cut 

off her own tongue” (Irving 1990, 208). This is the first step towards more sympathy for 

women. 

       When Garp’s jaw is crushed in the terrible car accident, and he cannot talk for several 

weeks, he comes one step closer to real understanding of the Ellen Jamesians and women who 

feel discriminated: “Thus forced to become like the group he hates, Garp begins his mental 

and emotional journey toward the sympathy, control, and tolerance that are missing from his 

headstrong personality” (Miller 1982, 110). However, as Miller notices, Garp does not really 

understand women’s situation in society until he is forced to dress up as a woman for his 

mother’s funeral and is accordingly treated like a woman by other people. A man hits on Garp 

when he is dressed in drag: “Fucking men”, said Garp, feeling – with mixed feelings – that he 

had done his duty to ensure that the sex war went on” (Irving 1990, 504). Miller considers this 

to be the final point of Garp’s metamorphosis into a more understanding man, because he 

literally experiences life from a female perspective (Miller 1982, 118). Finally, Garp becomes 

the inheritor of his mother’s work at Dog’s Heads Harbor and helps women through the 

Fields Foundation, thus actually accomplishing change in the feminist battle. 

 

6.2. John Berry 

In the same manner as Garp, John Berry in The Hotel New Hampshire takes on the traditional 

female role and represents reversed conventional domestic roles. He marries a strong, 

independent woman, and he desperately wants to have a child while Susie the Bear is not at 

all as interested in becoming a mother. Furthermore, John has a more passive role while his 

wife is very active with her own rape crisis centre, a situation that makes John more of a 

supporter to Susie than an actual active character.  

       When Junior Jones and Franny want to have a baby for Susie and John, they first address 

John with the suggestion because he is the carrier of the traditional maternal part. Franny tells 

John: “You’re a perfect father” and Junior Jones adds: “Or a mother, man” (Irving 1995, 414), 

which emphasises that John has the nurturing and care taking part in the family. Junior Jones 
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further tells him: “...every kid should have at least one parent who does nothing. I don’t mean 

to insult you, man…but you’re just a perfect sort of caretaker” (Irving 1995, 412). Thus, 

Irving’s portrayal of John Berry sympathises with feminist goals since he makes a good 

description of a man who is comfortable with being at home and taking care of children and 

household. The reversal of domestic roles is positive in the way that it provides greater 

freedom both for women and men, and with the rejection of stereotypical gender roles Irving 

actually presents hope for the future. 
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Conclusion 

The feminist views presented in The World According to Garp and The Hotel New Hampshire 

are clearly contradictory and complicated to analyse. Irving’s definition of how women have 

been discriminated against in the Steering School and the Dairy School presents a background 

regarding the foundation of feminist movements. The comments on discrimination issues 

make the novels seem sympathetic of feminism and feminist issues. However, there are 

several flaws in this assumption, and with a closer analysis it is found that Irving’s depiction 

of feminism encompasses several negative beliefs about the movement.  

       With the focus on oppression of women through sexual violence, Irving’s description of 

feminism begins to become complicated. Rape is defined as one of the sources of patriarchal 

oppression, however, the prevalent violence is disturbing in the sense that its frequency makes 

it seem like a natural principle, something that women have to endure because men are unable 

to control their lust. The novels largely portray men as aggressors and women as victims. This 

victimisation of women implies that women are strong because they can bear a great deal of 

pain, but they are not strong enough to change the world that victimises them. 

       Furthermore, the most significant feminist spokeswoman, Jenny Fields, largely 

symbolises a view of feminism that is positive on the surface while fundamentally negative. 

Although Jenny Fields believes in the right for women to make decisions about their own 

lives and their right to their own bodies, her feminism is basically individualistic. Jenny does 

not want to be labelled feminist and she actually has no political interest whatsoever. 

Moreover, the asexuality of Jenny establishes her as a negative stereotype of feminists; she is 

driven by hatred of men and frigidity rather than a belief in social change. 

       The additional strong female characters also provide quite ambivalent opinions about 

gender equality. Although Helen Holm and Franny Berry are portrayed as independent and 

courageous women in many respects, their sexuality is severely punished. Helen pursues a 

career while Garp takes care of the children, and Franny manifests her independence as the 

strongest and most opinionated member of the Barry family. Nevertheless, both of these 

women are punished for their sexuality: Franny is gang raped and Helen is most cruelly 

punished for her extramarital affair, while Garp’s affairs with other women pass unnoticed. 

Thus, while male sexuality is defined as violent, female sexuality is actually seen as a 

disgrace and a reason for punishment. 

       The most negative perspective of feminism, however, is illustrated with the Ellen 

Jamesians, and unfortunately these are the only female characters that actually embrace 

feminism and engage in feminist politics. The Ellen Jamesians self-inflicted speechlessness 
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prevents them from having any actual influence in the struggle for women’s equality, and like 

Jenny Fields they lack a feminist philosophy; their brand of feminism is primarily about the 

exclusion of men. 

       Garp and John Berry provide illustrations of modern men with sympathy for feminist 

movements. Garp goes through a metamorphosis in the novel; he becomes increasingly 

understanding of feminism and engages in the charity work at Dog’s Heads Harbor after his 

mother’s death. Similarly, John Barry is going to take care of his and Susie’s adopted child, 

while Susie manages the rape-crisis centre. These depictions are obviously supposed to be 

feministic in the way that they promote reversed conventional domestic roles. However, 

according to some critics, glorification of the fathers might serve to diminish the values of 

mothers, or as a reproach for working mothers. 

       Thus, Irving’s views of feminism are complex. Although many of the female characters 

provide negative perspectives on feminism, Irving balances the female stereotypes with 

reactionary and absurdly anti-feminist male characters. The depicted extremists and 

stereotypes might actually have a purpose in the way that they explain how different extremist 

groups reinforce each other’s fanaticism. Irving focuses on the danger in a war between the 

sexes, emphasised with the assassinations of Jenny Fields and Garp, and he wants to illustrate 

that a polarisation of the sexes does not provide a happy society. Furthermore, with his less 

extreme characters, Irving actually provides hope of a future with greater freedom in the 

conventional gender roles, both for men and women.   
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